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Abstract

In the urochordateCiona intestinalissome membrane Immunoglobulin superfamily members with ancestral featu
antigen receptors are homologs of vertebrate adhesion molecules acting as virus receptors. They include the follo
junction adhesion molecule (reovirus receptor) (JAM), the Cortical thymocyte marker ofXenopus(CTX family) (Coxsackie’s
virus receptor) and the poliovirus receptor (PVR). In humans these genes belong to the same linkage group, of
paralogous groups exist. This situation is consistent with the notion that theCiona set of genes would correspond to
preduplication state. In addition, the human region 3q13 and its paralogs, harbour genes remotely related to the nec
that can be detected in Protostomes (human CRTAM and CD80-86 related toDrosophilaBeat). In addition, this linkage grou
contains several CDs important for the immune system CD166, CD47 and many members of the tetraspanin family. T
like core of the nectin is homologous to the VC1 core of the MHC-linked tapasin and to the VC1 segments of, for e
specific antigen receptors of vertebrates, and could be related to a primitive antigen receptor gene. It is suggeste
virus binding property of the members of this family was exploited, and that they were recruited in the vertebrate
system following the introduction of the somatic rearrangement machinery. In this way the adaptive immune system co
developed from a set of receptors involved in a primitive local innate immunity involving NF-κB-mediated apoptosis.To cite
this article: L. Du Pasquier, C. R. Biologies 327 (2004).
 2004 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

L’immunité innée chez les chordés primitifs et l’apparition de l’immunité adaptative. Chez l’UrochordéCiona
intestinalis, trois membres de la superfamille des immunoglobulines, ressemblant au récepteur des cellules T ancestral
été trouvées au sein de deux familles de molécules d’adhésion. Ces molécules possèdent un domaine de type variab
un gène V complet sans réarrangement somatique, en position distale associé au gène d’un domaine constant, soit
(famille CTX et JAM), le plus ancien, soit de type C1, typique des molécules du système immunitaire adaptatif (Famille n
Chez les vertébrés, les homologues de ces trois gènes sont tousgroupés sur un seul segment de chromosome et ses paral
(3q13, 11q23, 21q21, 1q22). Chez l’homme, ces trois types de molécules d’adhésion peuvent servir de récepteur pou
(reovirus, Coxsackie’s virus et poliovirus) et leur interaction avec le ligand peut entraîner l’apoptose de la cellule par
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NF-κB. Il est possible qu’au cours de l’évolution des chordés une telle propriété ait favorisé le recrutement de cette
de molécules dans le système immunitaire. Les gènes V de cesmolécules constituaient une cible idéale pour l’introduction du
réarrangement somatique. Sur le même groupe de liaison, i.e., le chromosome 3q13 de l’homme, se trouve aussi CD
tétraspanines, dont on retrouve des homologues chezCiona. Sur le même groupe de liaison et ses paralogues, on trouve e
les gènes de molécules apparentées, CRTAM, CD80 et 86, quiont des homologues dans la famille Beat de la drosophile, ce q
permettrait de retrouver la trace des récepteurs spécifiques du système immunitaire des vertébrés chez les protostPour
citer cet article : L. Du Pasquier, C. R. Biologies 327 (2004).
 2004 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

During evolution many defense strategies h
been invented to fight pathogens and parasites, wh
these parasites belong to a different phylum or ki
dom (bacteria, virus, protozoa etc.) or to the sa
species (cases of allorecognition in many inve
brates) as the host. A great variety of germlin
encoded innate defense mechanisms, characterize
their rapid intervention, are found across the anim
kingdom. In contrast, adaptive immunity, ground
upon immunoglobulins (Ig) and T cell receptors (TC
with the variable part of the receptor generated s
matically by random recombination of elements sc
tered in the genome, and the major histocompat
ity complex (MHC)-encoded antigen presenting mo
cules are present only in the jawed vertebrates.
cause of clonal selection, positive and negative
lection in the thymus, MHC-regulated initiation o
all adaptive responses, etc., the essential elemen
the adaptive immune system are locked in a c
volving Ig-TCR-MHC unit. This complex system wa
in fact superimposed onto innate systems inher
from invertebrates, of which some elements are c
served, such as the complement system and ot
such as the Toll-like receptor cascade, are still requ
for the initial phases of the adaptive response[1].
Why and how did this adaptive system arise is
fascinating evolutionary question, the speculative
swer of which may be revealed as we investig
the genomes of non-vertebrate chordates. This
cle deals with the origin of the rearranging recep
genes.
r

y

f

,

2. Potential ancestors ofantigen specific receptors
in the genome of an early chordateCiona
intestinalis

How was the somatic generation of diversity intr
duced in vertebrates? One needed the introductio
a rearranging mechanism in an Immunoglobulin
perfamily (Igsf) V gene without jeopardizing the lif
of the individual. So presumably the introduction
RAG mediated rearrangement came after the exp
sion of the ancestral receptor was confined to a
such as the modern effector of adaptive immunity, i
a primitive lymphocyte. If things went wrong, it woul
only affect one clone of cells and not the organism

For the enzyme machinery, the apparent ab
appearance of RAG1 and 2 in elasmobranchs sugg
that a transposon and its transposase, presum
from a unicellular organism, were introduced in t
primordial V genes of the receptor[2].

An easier task perhaps would be to find out wh
the MHC, T-cell receptor and antibodies structu
elements come from and in which order. The idea is to
examine non-vertebrates chordates for such molec
characteristics. Now the genome of the urochord
Ciona intestinalis is available and no ‘real’ gene
of Ig TCR in the modern sense have been fou
[3]. It has the reputation of not having adapti
immune responses and to have natural killers[4]
and some complement components as parts o
innate immune system have been reported[5]. It is an
ideal deuterostome order to search for genes rel
to the ancestors of the modern effectors of adap
immunity.

First one has to predict what could have been
immediate ancestor of an Ig or a TCR polypept
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chain. The simplest precursor would have one co
plete V domain and one C domain, similar to a lig
chain or to a TCR chain. The C domain should
related the very specific C1 type, the Igsf dom
type, seen only in vertebrates that achieve somatic
arrangement[6]. C1 domains are encountered in a ve
small number of molecules compared to the other
I-set and C2 domains. In fact, other than TCR and
C1 domains are found in the MHC class I and II mo
cules, the MHC-linked tapasin, perhaps in the MH
linked butyrophilin, and in a small family of signal in
hibitory proteins called the SIRPs[7]. However, we
shall see that there are other putative candidates, an
that they are precisely the ones that have homolog
in theCionagenome.

2.1. Immunoglobulin superfamily members
structurally related to the vertebrate immune syste

Several Igsf molecules related to the adap
immune system were found in typical Blast search
In addition to TCR and Ig V regions, the V domai
of CTX (cortical thymocyte receptor ofXenopus) and
Tapasin (a molecule involved in the class I pept
loading pathway) were used asin silico probes. These
were known by experience to have yielded ma
non-rearranging V genes homologs in vertebra
The sequences of the genes mentioned below
be retrieved from theCiona database with their id
numbers given after each. However some of the ge
mentioned were not found under this form in t
JGI database, where the reconstruction is not alw
accurate (see below).

2.1.1. Igsf members with V domains poorly related
the antigen specific receptor

Homology was determined with the Blast pr
gram. The type of Ig domain often can be p
dicted from the primary sequence by a variety of p
grams. Five were used: Psired, Predict, j pred, go
and gor 4. All are available on the Expasy ser
(http://www.expasy.ch/). If none of these precisel
identify the V or C nature of a segment, all of the
detect differences between domains and permit gro
ing. This characteristic, in addition to the detection
specific residues[8] allows a reasonable estimate
the type of domain encountered.
One Homolog of CD166(for a complete set o
reference about the CDs mentioned in this pa
please consult (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PROW/)
(ci0100151841) V-V-C2-C2-C2-TM-Cy has been s
lected because it is expressed in hematopoietic tis
and has 2 V domains. In humans it belongs to a li
age group that may have phylogenetic relevance
below).

Several homologs of Amphioxus VCBPV-V-chitin
binding domain[9] grail 41-64.1, 41 65.1, 41 66.
(ci0100131230). Grail 324.11.1 (ci0100148111) a
Grail 7418.1 (chitinase domain only) are made o
V domains that do not rearrange somatically, follow
by one chitin-binding domain (Fig. 1). In Ciona those
VCBPs form a smaller multigene family than
Branchiostoma, the more evolved cephalochorda
In Ciona the V domains are assembled each fr
two exons spliced by a type 0 joint like for th
vertebrate CTX V domain. In the case of the b
characterized gene 324.11.1 (still incomplete at the
5’end) the splicing side in the V2 domain is at the sa
position as in CTX, i.e., 28 amino acids after the fi
cystein, even though there is low sequence iden
with CTX. Their expression pattern in the gut of t
amphioxus would fit with a role in innate immunity
that species, based on studies done in other spe
The chitinase domain shows some conservation w
a human Chitotriosidase secreted by activated hu
macrophages and involved in degrading chitin-r
pathogens[10]. A similar function could exist in
Amphioxus andCiona. The architecture of VCBP
molecules remind us of that seen in FREPs (V
Fibrinogen) of the molluscanBiomphalaria, where
2 Ig domains, belonging to a diverse multigene fam
are connected to a fibrinogen domain and play a ro
the defense against the parasiteSchistosoma[11,12].

None of these molecules is close to the ancesto
TCR single chain VC-tm-cy proposed architecture,
only because they lack C1 domains, but also beca
they are apparently soluble molecules, and not lik
to function as receptors. Therefore using CTX, an I
receptor with a non rearranging V, as anin silico probe
I searched theCionagenome and theCionaEST data
bases and uncovered two other categories of puta
Igsf membrane receptors.

http://www.expasy.ch/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PROW/


594
Fig. 1.CionaVCBP 324.11.1 – Reconstructed from grail 324. V1 V2 Immunoglobulin superfamily domain with V fold A
and secondary structure prediction.The underlined residues represent the V frame fingerprint residues. The figures 0,
the number indicates the splicing law. The ? indicates that the gene is notcomplete in the data base. For the secon
Phosp= phosphorylation site, ABCC′DEFG= Igsf strands.

Fig. 2. ACionaJAM CTX member ci0100131719. Amino acid sequence deduced from the genomic sequence and seconda
the V frame fingerprint residues. The figures 0, 1, 2 correspond to the position of the splicing sites and the number indica
C = coil, E = strand, H= helix, ABCC′DEFG= Igsf strands, Phosph= phosphorylation site. The four Cysteins of the
members have been underlined.
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2.2. Igsf transmembrane receptors

2.2.1. A JAM CTX family member (V-C2-TM-Cy)
One gene (>ci0100131719) was reconstruc

(Fig. 2) and completed with help of a partial CDN
(BW203636). It resembles a member of the JAM CT
family. With an Igsf V domain, a C2 domain, a tran
membrane and cytoplasmic segments, it has the
marks of a cell surface receptor. The overall hom
ogy puts theCiona gene close to JAM3 and JAM2
the two forms that unlike JAM1 and the related Z39
share the extra pair of cysteins in the C2 domain w
CTX (Figs. 2 and 4). The uniqueCionagene looks like
apreduplicated form, ancestral to modern JAM and
CTX. The gene architecture so well conserved in v
tebrate CTX and to a certain extent in the JAM ge
(Fig. 4) is not maintained in theCiona gene, as new
introns were introduced in the urochordate gene
introns have disappeared in the vertebrate genes
there are striking similarities. The last two exons
the C domain splice to eachother via a type 0 sp
site in the same position as in the JAM3 gene (Fig. 4).

The V domain is made of 3 exons (Fig. 4) but they
are not superimposable to those of JAM. As in JA
the transmembrane segment is encoded by an exon
encodes only a few cytoplasmic residues; this is
the case in CTX.

2.2.2. Two nectin/poliovirus receptor (PVR) family
members (V-C1 like-C2-TM-Cy)

The other family detected inCiona having the
architecture of a cell surface receptor was that o
nectins and poliovirus receptors (PVR), molecules
relatively ignored by immunologists, represented
two specimens inCiona (Fig. 3). Those genes ar
made of one distal V domain followed by 2
domains linked to a transmembrane and a cytoplas
segments. The anterior C domain of the nectins
more like a C1 than a C2 domain, and the V
segment represents a core that has good homo
with many molecules, or segments of molecules
the adaptive immune system in the following wa
(i) the TCR and Ig basic architecture; and (ii ) the
core of the MHC-linked Tapasin and its paralogs a
to a certain extent the MHC-linked butyrophilin. Th
two Ciona genes differ markedly at the level of th
first constant domain. In gene 39 the C domain
more like a C1 domain than that in the gene
t

t

In phylogenetic trees the two genes do not clus
together; thus they may be derived from an anc
duplication.

In summary, the only two membraneCiona Igsf
forms with a reasonable membrane receptor architec
ture correspond to two vertebrates families alre
suspected of having ancestral features[5]: JAM [13]/
CTX family [14–16]and the nectins[7].

3. Linkage studies

The above mentioned members found inCiona
belong to a single linkage group in humans, with
several paralogs. Moreover, members of the exten
VC-like family belong to the MHC linkage grou
(tapasin)[17,18]and some of the human nectin CT
JAM chromosomal segments are on bona fide M
paralog as well (CTX is next to MHC proper
Xenopus; JAM1 and the CTX family member A33 ar
on 1q, a MHC paralog in human; Tapasin is in t
MHC and its paralog is on the MHC related gro
on 12 p13). In summary, the search inCiona led not
only to one or a few homologous genes but also
conserved genetic regions. In humans these ge
regions contain many immunologically relevant gen
some of which are known CDs, including CD80 a
86 with a good homology with CTX V[14] and
several tetraspanins on chromosome 3. Other g
such as the pentaspanin, CD47 with an Ig domain
clustering with the V domain of the linkage grou
CD47 could not be found inCiona. Interesting enough
the V domain of CD47 is most similar to the membe
of that linkage group as if its V domain was relat
to the nectin, tapasin, JAM/CTX group. It looks lik
a possible duplicate of the family just like P0 a
Eva are CTX related segments on their respec
linkage groups[7]. In addition, CD166 mentione
above, because of its homolog inCiona, is also in the
same linkage group 3q13 (Fig. 5). Other genes in thes
regions are linked to innate immunity (Tollip, Mail).

Some of the non-Igsf genes can be found in
Ciona genome: for instance many tetraspanins
CD36. Some of the TM4 turned out to be on
Cionasegment (grail 149) that contains several hum
homologues that all map to the human region 11p
which we had not pointed out so far in this artic
However, what looked like the pseudogene of a nec
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Fig. 3. Nectins fromCiona from grail 34 and 39. Amino acid sequence deducedfrom the genomic sequence and second
the V frame fingerprint residues. The figures 0, 1, 2 correspond to the position of the splicing sites and the number indica
C = coil, E= strand, H= helix, ABCC′DEFG= Igsf strands, Phosph= phosphorylation site. The nectin 34 has asecond C
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. Data

type of
Fig. 4. The JAM/CTX family inCionaand human. Exon intron organization and chromosomal localization of JAM and CTX in human
assembled from the ucsc serverhttp://www.genome.ucsc.edu/in April 2003. For the CTX architecture, see Chrétien et al.[15]. The cystein
residues of the constant region are labeledc and a corresponding bar has been drawn in the C exons. The figures 0, 1, 2 indicate the
splicing. TheCionaJAM is that fromFig. 2.
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tapasin related gene, namely a single V-C1 segm
for which no est has been found; its C1-like dom
always lined up best with cold-blooded vertebra
class I and II genes locatedearlier exactly in this are
i.e., between Tollip and RAG (!)[19].

4. Expression functions and properties of the
JAM, CTX, and nectin molecules

The relevance of this finding to the origin of th
lymphocyte antigen receptor is further suggested
the fact that some of these genes can be expresse
lymphocyte surface such as CTX, and CHT1, or
monocytes and other hematopoietic cells such as
nectin family members: CD111 and CD112 for tw
nectins and CD155 for the poliovirus receptor.

Another feature that could put these molecules
the evolutionary track toward TCR is the function th
the nectin and JAM/CTX families assume in mode
vertebrates. I mean, not necessarily, so much t
function but theirpropertiescould be a telltale sign.
n

They are not ubiquitously expressed and seem
play an important role in the nervous system. Th
molecules function as adhesion molecules in ti
junctions where for instance nectin and JAM interac
with each other[12]. Indeed, there might be goo
reasons for keeping the JAM/CTX and nectin fam
together (adaptive clustering) on the chromoso
One wonders, of course, what they would do on sin
cells of the hematopoietic system where they have
been identified. There are no functional data on th
roles in this lineage.

No commitment to immunity has been found e
cept perhaps for CTX and CHT1 in non-mammal
vertebrates, where they are expressed at very spe
stage of thymocyte development[14,20,21].

The link of these molecules with the adapti
immune system might be their propensity to act
virus receptors. Nectins and PVR are known to all
endocytosis of different viruses via an interaction w
their V domain. Mutations affecting those interactio
have been localized to the equivalent of framew
2 and CDR2. The Coxsackie’s virus receptor is

http://www.genome.ucsc.edu/
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abases. The
538.
n

Fig. 5. Linkage of Nectin-JAM-CTX on four human chromosomal regions. Data compiled from ucschttp://www.genome.ucsc.edu/in March
2003. The precise positions may not fit with newer releases but the relative positions of the genes are respected. The scale is in meg
CTX-L3 sequence was not originally recognized as a CTX family member despite its gene architecture. Accession number Igsf11, NM_152
CTXhumx was identified earlier[7], accession number BC043216. MHCp indicates that this region is paralogous to the MHC region o
chromosome 6p21 (review in[34]). There are other PVR-L, PVR and nectin or nectin-like genes on chromosome 19q13 and 3p12.
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homologue of CTX. But this feature is not precisely
immune property. However, a paper by Barton in C
[22] a few months ago showed that JAM was als
virus receptor and that the interaction of the virus with
the V domain of the receptor could lead, whether
binding involve or not the sugar moiety, to apopto
via the NF-κB pathway. Apoptosis can be consider
as a local, presystemic, innate response. It was
sacrifice of one cell before the virus can replicate.
further proof that apoptosis is detrimental to the vi
and that it could be therefore considered as a defe
mechanism, the virus often inhibits these apopt
pathways[23]. Provided that viruses existed at t
time of the genesis of the adaptive immune syste
would therefore not be surprised if that property w
co-opted early in the build up of the adaptive immu
system as already proposed[24]. It provides a link
with the innate system with the conserved signal
cascades and with the structural requirements. F
an adhesion molecule recognized by a virus,
introduction of somatic rearrangement might ha
made a diversifiable set of receptors recognizing
virus.

The question of dimerization is not resolved f
the immediate ancestor of the specific receptor,
is the mode of binding resolved. Still, JAM can for
dimers[25] as well as CTX[26], and as well as CAR
and nectins[27]. If this molecule resembles a TC
ancestor does it recognize a peptide-MHC-like liga
asαβ TCR does, or does it recognize a native epito
as γ δ TCR does? The homologies of CTX V an
of related members place the V domain in the l
to TCR V delta[12]. It is therefore conceivable tha
the prochordate molecule related to the ancestor
primitive TCR molecule used a mode of recogniti
resembling that of antibody and that persisted in
modernγ δ receptors.

Was theCiona or rather theCiona-like genome
of the true ancestor ready to accept Rag in one
the other of the above mention related genes?
Ciona some of the other elements like MHC a
‘pre lymphocytic’ – coelomocytes that could indica
what was there 400 million years ago in its rela

http://www.genome.ucsc.edu/
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species that finally made the somatic rearrangem
A recent survey of theCiona genome shows region
with conserved synteny of the class III MHC regi
but no inducible proteasomes[28]. This matches wel
the complementary finding on the cephalochord
Amphioxux by Abi Rached and Pontarotti[29]. For
the lymphocyte arsenal, quite a few markers have b
identified in Ciona [28]. Ciona with its complement
system and its arsenal of innate immunity casca
was well defended and we can imagine the rela
genome of our ancestor was somehow similar, w
its VC1 domain, coelomocytes and proto-MHC reg
not yet invaded by RAG1 and 2 and in its absen
of course, choosing other solutions such as VC
multiplicity and the complement components, th
Toll-like receptors and probably other mechanisms
Some of those such as VCBP would be abandone
later species using somatic rearrangement.

5. What about earlier Protostomes?

So far we have spent time trying to put ourselv
in the tunique of a sea squirt looking forward in t
most obnoxious finalistic attitude towards the adap
immune system. What about the past and the origi
the VC1 lineage?

In other words, when looking further back in ev
lution, can one trace this VC1 lineage in protostom

Nectins V-C-C-TM-CY as such are not found
Drosophilabut a molecule carrying a V-C-hydrophil
segment-TM-Cy, where the V-C part shows homolo
to nectin (that could be the equivalent of this supp
edly wandering VC1 core) can be found inDrosophila
Beat genes[30] (V-C?-hydrophilic insertion-TM-Cy)
Indeed the databases present the first domain as
fold and the C domain lines up reasonably well w
nectin first C domain (database annotation takes
trouble of pronouncing it a nectin-like fragment). Th
Beat is part of a large family of at least 14 V carryi
domain known for along time (another example of e
pansion of V families in invertebrates[31]) and with
membrane forms more recently identified. It plays a
role in the guidance of neurons towards their targe

Beat as such does not seem to exist inCiona
but a homologue with the same solvent expo
insertion exists in Vertebrates (birds and mamm
that was also selected it as being related to ance
 l

TCR gene because of grouping in some phylogen
trees[7]. Its name is CRTAM in human for ‘class
MHC-restricted T cell associated molecule’[32] and
CTADS in Gallus for ‘chicken thymocyte activation
and developmental protein’[33]. It is a T cell-specific
molecule in those two vertebrate species, and per
no surprise, it belongs to the same human link
group on chromosome 11q 23-25.

6. Conclusion

I would like to propose the hypothesis that a uniq
set of Igsf genes now belonging to a single verteb
linkage group (human 3q13 and its paralogs) has b
instrumental for the genesis of the adaptive immu
system specific receptors. Since round of duplicati
are likely to have occurred between the urochord
stage and the early vertebrate stage[34] and since
some duplication of these genes could occur by o
mechanism (there are already 2 nectins in Ciona
it is conceivable that one of the duplicates co
have served as a target for experimenting som
rearrangement. The homology of the V of the
families with TCR V delta would fit with the ide
that this primitive receptor recognized native antig
and not peptide in a class I or class II molecu
The trimming toward a V-C-TM-Cy architecture
not seen in this early chordate. The sequestra
of expression to lymphocyte-like cells has not be
investigated yet. Perhaps work in the amphioxus
in jawless fish will lead to discovery of molecule
intermediary between the one described here and
true antigen specific receptor.
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